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Greetings Portage Fire Family,
As we move through another month, it’s time to

reflect on the hard work, dedication, and changes
within our department. Chief Crail’s recent report

to the city council brought several noteworthy
updates that we are excited to share with you.

Call Volume Increases: We've seen a significant
uptick in our call volume, with a 14% increase

from January 2023, totaling 506 calls. A
notable 68% of these were EMS-related,

translating to approximately 300 man-hours
of diligent work by our team. The remaining

32% comprised fire responses, car accidents,
and good intent calls, showcasing our

department's versatility and commitment.

Farewell to a Respected Leader:
We bid a heartfelt farewell to Lt. Tom Colvin, who

retired after nearly 21 years of commendable service to
Portage, culminating almost 29 years of total service in

fire safety. Known for his roles as a Battalion Chief,
dive team leader, and instructor, Lt. Colvin was more

than a colleague; he was a mentor and brother to us all.
His contributions have been instrumental in our

department's success, and his absence will be deeply felt.



Welcoming New Faces: 
We extend a warm welcome
to Alekzandr Rhody, the
latest addition to our fire
department family, filling a
vacancy left last September.
Furthermore, we've secured
Lt. Colvin’s replacement, who
is set to join us following the
completion of their PERF
physical. Their fresh
perspectives and energy are
eagerly anticipated.

Grants and Opportunities:
We are actively pursuing the Assistance to Firefighter

Grant for Fiscal Year 2023, with the application process
underway.  This year we are working on acquiring bunker

gear 

No longer rookies:
We are happy to
announce that John
Jordan and Connor
Rucklos have officially
earned their badge
numbers.



Equipment and
Infrastructure:
 Our fleet has been
strengthened with the
arrival of a new engine,
which was celebrated with a
traditional ‘wetting’
ceremony. This timely
addition comes as we
address maintenance
challenges with other
vehicles, ensuring our
readiness to respond to the
community’s needs.

Promotions:
 With all of the changes
recently at PFD we
congratulate the
promotions of Kevin
DeYoung and Joe Siegel
to Lt.  Scott Klein
promoted to engineer. 
Jordan Bucy and Aaron
Wirtz to acting officer



In Closing:
Your unwavering commitment to serving our community does not
go unnoticed. Let's continue to support one another, pursue
excellence in all we do, and uphold the proud legacy of the
Portage Fire Department.

Stay safe and take pride in the impactful work we do every day.

Warm regards,

The Portage Fire Department Team

Promotional
Testing: Don’t

forget promotional
testing is in March

so email your
officer your plans

to test.  

If you did CPR and
ACLS this month

remember to claim
the cards by email

and submit them to
the chief's office.

PALS Training: Steve
Wise will be heading

up PALS training
this month.  Please
make sure to have
your pretest done

before training

Recertification: Those
of you who recertify

in March have
paperwork in by

March 8th for review 


